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How Can Eclipse Web Management Assist You?

  

  

To be more successful in any business 
you must harness the power of interaction and new media.

  

It is important to build a relationship with all potential clients. Not because you might sell them
something, but because you will convert them into life-long clients who will also refer others.

              

Ask yourself, is it better to have a
single sale today, or better to have an income stream

  

 into the future?

              

This translates into a specific set of requirements regarding your marketing campaigns,
website and online pressence.

  

  

Your entire Internet campaign must be:

  
CONSISTENTATTRACTIVE & ENTERTAININGEASY TO NAVIGATECOLLECT & GIVE
USEFUL INFORMATION
GENERATE REVENUE
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All the while, your site must also draw in traffic requiring unique content that is current and
additional new content added weekly if not daily. Search engine optimization, monitoring and 
ssessment, and adjustments are a constant requirement as well.

  
  

These are some of the challenges we can help you meet head-on and as a team create a stable
and complete plan of action. The Internet opens up opportunities we cannot fully imagine, and
which we will never be able to fully explore. It is the present and the future.

                

Mobile Ready to Mobile Friendly!  

Mobile Ready sites will display on most devices, but they will be somewhat difficult to browse. A
Mobile Friendly site has a special design that is iPhone, Tablet or Blackberry friendly and also
engages the user. Mobile friendly sites operate and are presented more like an App.

  Read More...               

Unique & Professional Websites  

We specialize in custom design websites for any business, individual, or as a gift! Whether you
need a landing page or multiple pages our services include search engine optimization (SEO),
custom logo design, basic training to manage your new site, and much more...

  Read More...               

Reliable Web Hosting  
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Hosting packages start at just $5 a month including unlimited email addresses, control panel
access, and 24/7/365 support. Customized hosting services to fit YOUR needs!

  Read More...               

Search Engine Optimization  

SEO is the process of improving the visability of a website or a web page in search engine via
the "organic" or un-paid search results. We will help you create an internet marketing strategy
and discover the current methods that work best to help get your website recognized in search
engines. 

              

Social Media Campaign Management  

Eclipse specializes in social media including Facebook, Google +, YouTube, Twitter,
LinkedIn,and Foursquare. We can establish and help you grow your sphere of influence.

              

Graphic Design & Email Marketing Management  

Designs for print, online, and specialized media including E-mail campaign design and coding.
E-mail reputation management, repair, and list growth.
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Digital Photography & Video  The Eclipse team adore projects that include a need for hi-definition photography or video. Wecan also assist with slideshow presentations and video production for your website or YouTube.                

Database Administration & Design  Whether you need to have additional fields added to an existing database or require a databaseimplementation from the ground up the Eclipse team is there to make the process as efficientand effective as possible.                 

Personalized Technology Training  We are literally gurus at both Mac and PCs and we specialize in translating "techno-geek" toclear and understandable plain language. Useing relative examples, we help all levels ofindividuals and groups to develop excellent computer skills.   Be sure to review our services and pricing!   
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